ARISTOCRATIC ENGLAND
—that is, if we grant the new Revolutionary doctrine that the
rich and their Parliament could dispose of the crown of England
at will. Therefore, whatever was to be done must be done by
way of secret intrigue, and the blow struck suddenly and unex-
pectedly in the very hour when the Queen should die. If the
plans were matured too early they would be countered before
that right moment; if they were not matured early enough that
right moment would pass before they could be put into action.
The Whig Party was wholly attached by all its traditions to
the Parliamentary victory and Parliamentary title, so that it
demanded the Electress of Hanover—or rather her son, the
Elector. And though the Tories were in power, with Boling-
broke as their most prominent leader, a very large number
of them, being Parliamentarians, were opposed to a Stuart
restoration. Bolingbroke moved that the Protestant succession
was not in danger—as much as to say that he would vouch for
the Protestantism of the Stuart house should it be restored. The
motion was passed; but the other side made a successful demand
that the Electoral Prince George of Hanover (later George II)
should receive a writ of summons to the House of Lords in his
character of Duke of Cambridge, hoping that he might be on
the spot when the Queen should die. The writ could not be re-
fused lest the plan for a Stuart restoration should be made mani-
fest, but there went with it an angry letter from Anne to the
Electress Sophia which so shocked that aged lady that she died.
Anne had a stroke at the end of July 1714, and the Council
was hurriedly summoned. It might have decided for the Great
Change and James might have been declared King the moment
the Queen should pass, but there was a counter-plot which
undid Bolingbroke's schemes. The most important maa
socially and politically in the Government was the spineless
Talbot, Duke of Shrewsbury. His weak character was quite
dominated by Somers, eight years his senior, who had caused
him to apostatize from his original Catholic religion—and Somers
was still alive.
Even as the Council—what we should call to-day the Cabinet
—was sitting, the Dukes of Argyll and Somerset (the greatest
men on the anti-Stuart side) demanded admittance as Privy
Councillors, and Shrewsbury, who was in their secret and was
sitting at the table, moved that they should be admitted. They
proposed that the dying Queen should be visited, and in her
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